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Lusty Little Women:
The Secret Desires of the March Sisters
The adventures of the March sisters are about to go into untapped
realms...
Introducing Lusty Little Women, a scintillating twist on
Louisa May Alcott’s classic that infuses the original text with sexy
new scenes that will surprise, arouse, and delight.
Jo, Meg, Beth, and Amy are coming of age, and exhilarating temptations await them around every corner. The handsome
young neighbor, attentive doctor, and mysterious foreigner introduce the little women to the passion-filled world of desire, pleasure, and satisfaction.
Retold as a risque romance, this book follows the slightly
older and much more adventurous sisters—and they’re all ready to
plumb the depths of their previously constrained courtships. Will
these steamy encounters fulfill their deepest yearnings? Have they
found true love or been blinded by lust?
“Rereading the Little Women series as an adult was a wonderful
experience, reuniting me with characters I consider old friends,”
explains author Margaret Pearl. “But as I read, the flirtations and
attraction between the young women and their suitors left me
imagining how Alcott may have written it if she were able to show
what went on behind the curtain—and between the sheets!. Lusty
Little Women is the result of a love of the characters and an irrepressible desire to see them get the pleasure they truly deserve.”
Complete with romantic, racy, and naughty scenarios fans
have always fantasized about, Lusty Little Women will thrill both
well-versed and new readers of the classic novel.
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About the Author
Margaret Pearl is an avid reader of classics and a hopeless romantic who loves nothing more than traveling the world
in search of scrumptious wines and cheeses. She studied
writing at New York University and lives in New York City
with her husband and their two cats, a skinny tabby and a
fat black and white. Lusty Little Women is her first novel.
Find her at margaretpearlbooks.com and on Twitter at
@MPearlBooks.

Lusty Little Women is available for reviews, giveaways, and excerpts. For these or interview queries, please contact Kourtney Joy at Kourtney
Joy@UlyssesPress.com or Shelby Pope at Shelby
Pope@UlyssesPress.com.
If you want more of all your favorite characters,
you can follow them into the next chapter of their
lives with the e-book novella Lusty Little Men,
available at Amazon now!
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